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1 Introduction
The SavingFood Platform is built on .NET 1 open source framework, one of the world’s most widely used
development frameworks. For the content and user management DNN Platform Edition, is used, an open
source framework, one of the world’s most stable and reliable web content management system (CMS).
In the SavingFood Platform, four (4) instances (sites) were created on top of a basic web application
framework. Each instance (site) consists of multiple pages, each containing multiple mini-applications called
modules that provide specific functionalities such as donations, commitments etc. These modules may appear
on multiple pages of the same or different instances.
All instances have access to a common repository of modules and themes, and all instances are independent
of one another with respect to content, roles, and user permissions. This means that unlike some other
authoring environments, the SavingFood Platform does not need to be reinstalled each time you create a new
instance, as well as to be easily replicated and localised by other organisations.
With security extending down to the module level, the SavingFood Platform provides an extensible security
model that gives you complete, highly granular control over who can view or edit pages and their content.
Role-based grouping simplifies security management, with specific permissions granted to users based on their
roles or their individual names.
At the database tier, for the database management system, the free SQL Server 2012 Express edition is
deployed. The database stored procedures, are in support of the logical/application tier with which the
business logic of the system is implemented. The logical tier encapsulates all of the basic data checking that
imported by the user, or by consequent to the users actions system performance. The logical Tier is object
oriented, the objects implement methods for all the basic functionalities of the system with the .NET open
source Framework v4.7. The data tier and logical tier interact entity framework and ADO protocol.Presentation
tier is implemented with Internet Information Services (IIS) v.8.5. with the MVC 5.0 controller using the
ASP.NET MVC 5.0.
The web platform is usable with any browser (Firefox, Safari, Chrome, Opera) and by any operation system
without any use of plug-ins.
The SavingFood Platform runs on the cloud and will be distributed through a software as a service model based
on open source code (Open SaaS). It will be hosted, supported and maintained by VILABS and offered for free
for a wider use. The SavingFood Platform is licensed under the MIT License, a permissive free software license,
with minimal requirements about how the software can be redistributed, originating at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT).
This short report provides an overview of the SAVINGFOOD software platform prototype release which is
characterised as Delivery type demonstrator. However, with this document we would like to demonstrate,
indicative a set of the main Interfaces and procedures such as creating or looking for events, making donations
and accepting them. For each of the major functions, a screenshot along with some explanatory text is
provided to introduce to the reader how a user interacts with the platform.

1

https://github.com/dotnet
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2 Main Roles
The Roles for the Platform are the Coordinator, the Organization the Volunteer, the Recipient and the Visitor.
In subsequent chapters we showcase the main functionalities that can be accessed by them.

Figure 1 Landing page for all Roles
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2.1

Visitor options

The landing page provides to the visitor the following options and content:

Figure 2 Landing page for the SavingFood platform

Please note that in the previous screenshot the Language selection regards the Staging release, based on which
the localised instances for each partner were created.
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The Visitor can navigate in the Platform and view Static Content only. For example the interface that displays
information about the Project and the Partners can be viewed in the next picture.

Figure 3 Display of Information about the Project and the Partners

The informative Content is accessible by all Users. The Brochures are large buttons that. when clicked. the
User can download a comprehensive .Pdf file, in different languages, describing the Project’s main goal and
Objectives.
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On the Menu the Category Goodies regard the Calculate your Waste Tool, Videos, a prompt to the User to sign
a pledge and training Material, as displayed in the picture below.

Figure 4 Goodies Menu

The “Calculate your waste” option leads to the food waste calculator of the SavingFood project.

Figure 5 Food Waste Calculator

The Videos created are displayed in the Submenu Goodies-> Videos as in the next interface
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Figure 6 Goodies->Videos
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2.2

Register

Each User can register to select a role. He can access all the role-based registration forms form the landing
page. In the next Section the individual role registration Interface is showcased.

Figure 7 User registers as Donor
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Figure 8 The Visitor registers as Recipient or Organization
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Figure 9 The visitor registers as a Volunteer
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Figure 10 The Volunteer Register Form
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2.3

All roles Login Form

Figure 11 Login Form

To access the platform, the User ,after filling his Username and the Password, selects the Log in Button at the
top right of the page shown in the previous Figure

2.4

Logoff

Any User can select to log off by pressing the Button as in the next Interface
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Figure 12 Logoff
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2.5

Personalized Pages

When logging in the User can select to view or edit his/her personal details

Figure 13: Personal details Functionality

This information regards The User Profile details, the Volunteer’s notifications and commitments as well as a
change password option.
The Interface from which those functionalities are accessed to the User by pressing the “Account” button as
showcased in the previous Interface.
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Figure 14 User Profile Details (Showcased for a Volunteer)

On the above Interface the User can select to review his User profile that is displayed in the Interface
showcased in the next Figure.
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The User edits his profile as in the next Interface:

Figure 15 User Profile Edit
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The User Can review his notifications as showcased in the next Interface

Figure 16 Notifications Display
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The Volunteer can review his Commitements for the Events he has selected to attend in the platform. The
Interface is as follows:

Figure 17 Commitments for the Volunteer
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The User Can select to Change his/her password from the Interface displayed in the next Interface.

Figure 18 Change Password Option
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3 Coordinator
3.1

View Events’ History/ List

The Co-Coordinator creates or edits “Events” from the Menu showcased in the next figure.

Figure 19 Event functionality access

The Coordinator reviews the (created) Events in a list as displayed in the next Interface

Figure 20 Events List
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For the Events displayed in the previous Interface, besides the Event review, the Coordinator has two options:
•
•

Edit an already created Event
Create A new Event

To edit a created Event the Coordinator selects the “Edit” Button as in the next Interface

Figure 21 Edit Events selection

When selecting the edit Event Button the following Interface displayed in the next Page Results
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Figure 22 Event Editor

The above tabs regard the possible actions for the Coordinator and are demonstrated in the next sections
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3.2

Manage Events (Coordinator)

The “Event Details” to be managed by the Coordinator are displayed in the next picture showcasing the
different textboxes, parameters and dropdown selections for the Event edited.

Figure 23 Edit Event Details

1. The title for the Events edited
2. The event Type that can be Farmers Market or Gleaning Event
3. The volunteers needed for the Event
4. The start Date for the Event
5. The exact start time for the Event
6. The end time
7. The Event state that can be selected form a dropdown list and can be “Draft”, “Published,
Cancelled ”, “Confirmed” and “Completed”
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8. The Location for the Event (if a new one is to be registered)
9. The Public Location that is a general description of the Event Location (not an exact address)
and is displayed to the eligible Volunteers before the commit to the Event
10. The Route Description
11. And the Event Description
Some data is filled in text and some regard drop down lists or pop-up forms as in the next Interface for the
date selection.

Figure 24 Date Selection pop-up Calendar

The Event state is also selected from a dropdown list
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Figure 25 Event Status Selection
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For the Purposes of the Event creation ease of use the Event editor provides a list with fixed locations stored
in the Database. This functionality was assessed as necessary as many Organizations, or Charities have base
Locations, that would not need to be re-registered when creating an Event. The next figure showcases the
Interface related to this functionality:

Figure 26 List of fixed Locations
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3.3

Manage Volunteers

The Manage Volunteer form has the next structure:

Figure 27 Manage Volunteers (Commitments)

The Manage Volunteer form works in three steps
The Coordinator selects an eligible Volunteer from the list in step 1, presses the “Add Selected Volunteers” in
step 2 and the selected Volunteer appears in Field with the Event Volunteers in step 3.
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3.4

Manage Recipients

In the same three steps approach as for the Volunteers, the Recipients attending an event are also managed,
as this is indicated in the next interface.

Figure 28 Manage Recipients

For both the Volunteers and the Recipients, every time the Coordinator registers them as committed to an
Event or unregisters them, they receive a platform notification internally and an email notification external to
the platform, if they have selected to be notified by e-mailing in their registration.
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4 Volunteer
To volunteer for an event, as a User can either select an Event or click the pin on the map. The first option is
showcased in the next interface with the events listed

Figure 29 Created Events display
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After clicking on an Event the next interface appears in the screen showing the selected Event details. For this
event the user is prompted to volunteer by pressing the Button “Volunteer”.

Figure 30 Event before volunteering

Before volunteering the information displayed is public and the address and the map location as well as the
route description is hidden.
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Event display before Volunteering

Event display after volunteering
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The alternative method for volunteering to an Event is from the Map. The Pin of an Event as the one that is
showcased in the next figure is clickable:

Figure 31Event on the Map

In the previous Interface the User can select the Pin and the details for the Event are displayed as showcased
in the next Figure.
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The User clicks on the Pin, of the previous Interface and the showcased pop-up details appear.

Figure 32 Event Details pop up display
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